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About This Game

Copoka is an open-world exploratory indie game about a bird building its nest in a totalitarian city state. As a player, you are
soaring free, high above the city of Copoka, as a contrast to the citizens below. Your goal is to find and collect twigs for your

nest, and as you construct your home piece by piece a story of intrigue and politics beneath around you.

Key Features

Take wing and enjoy the freedom of flight

Experience a city boiling with strife and political turmoil

Eavesdrop on conversations to get the full story of the city

Story

The city of Copoka is in distress. Speakers all around the city proclaim the glory of the Great Leader and how she will bring
salvation to a country in need, while people lament in the streets about starvation and dissatisfaction. Something is brewing in

the back alleys of the slums. Whispers in the wind tell about a coming uprising, about an end to the suffering and new hope for
the citizens of Copoka. Being a bird you can undertake the role of silent observer. By listening to people around the city a more
nuanced picture of the brewing conflict is revealed - a conflict concerning clashing ideologies regardless of social standing or

allegiance.
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Of course, it’s up to you if you wish to stop and listen. After all, what are human concerns to a bird anyway?
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Title: Copoka
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Inaccurate Interactive
Publisher:
Guru Games
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64, Windows 8 x64, Windows 10 x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400S at 2.5 Ghz or AMD FX-4100 at 3.6 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560TI or Radeon R7 260X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1700 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible sound card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Controller is recommended

English
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Amazing music, worth the price.. It's alright. But just 'alright'. Nice to play in short spurts. I'll give it a recommend, but try to
find it on a really good sale. Not worth the full price. A bit of a clickfest.. It's not bad.....I mean it's probably the best Bible game
you'll ever play it's just that there's free ARPGs that are better than this. The voice acting is good and the game is responsive but
it's just a little too plain in combat. There's a lot of character variety but there's no real challenge because if you die you respawn
at a checkpoint with the enemies not regaining any health, so you can just get hand held through all this Bible lore you, let's face
it, probably won't care about. I feel like the game could have been better or cooler with a different setting by was held back by
the Bible setting. There's a lot of times where the lore is legit, "we made this character up, hardcore christians don't hate us".
Overall I'd give this game a 2.5/5. Make the kids in bible school play this xD. Don't bother. It's stupidly easy. You're never
asked to actually solve the murder. Instead, Poirot figures everything out on his own and you're really just along for the ride.
The sections that ask you to identify and analyze clues are extremely leading so that it's nearly impossible to get them wrong.
There are sections that have you solve more standard logic and spacial reasoning puzzles to open chests and the like, and these
are probably the most fun part of the game, but they're really not good enough to justify the rather bland detective work that
comes between them.

If you're really in it for the Agatha Christie aesthetic, I'm afraid you'll be disappointed there as well. The Telltale art style
doesn't serve it well, the voice acting is awful, and it's hard to appreciate the environments with the clunky 3D point-and-click
movements.

Altogether, the game is too easy, you will never really solve the case, and the non-gameplay elements are disappointing as well. I
simply can't recommend it.. Not really any original concepts, but Dynamite Jack does present an odd mix of stealth gameplay
with bombs. The ultimate goal is to escape each level with a greater goal of escaping the prison. The game is missing any real
challenge since the AI is very predictable and incredibly dumb. Only in the last couple maps is there a glimpse of the potential
for a challenge, but then the game ends leaving a feeling of "that's it?"

The saving grace is the map editor which allows anyone to design and play user created maps. The community has put out some
intelligent and well thought out maps, although there is still no improvement to the AI issues. Dynamite Jack is fun in short
bursts of about 15-20 minutes as it gets stale pretty quickly. It's dollar menu material.. Amazing DLC. Zero-gravity zones are
really good and give nice addition to gameplay.. Please don't buy this game as it is incredibly short and boring. It's way too
overpriced and you could simply go online to play a free flash version. Don't even bother buying it for a child, either.
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I normally only write reviews for completed games but I'm writing a review for this due to the fact that this game feels
unfinished. What I mean by this is that the frame rate isn't the best. This game's visuals I thnk look exceptionally nice, however,
if the frame rate was upped by like 5 or 10 fps this game would probably run exceedingly smoothly. The other major downside
is that there is no native controller support for the game. That makes the entire thing relatively hard to play with keyboard (tank)
controls. So until such things are improved I cannot give this a positive rating.. Better than COD. Played through, Didn't Enjoy.
I explain why in depth in my first impression video https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QySI_9g6SSI. Very good game.
GOOD OST.
English update coming soon.. I like it. Thanks!. I was disappointed enough with this game that I just stopped playing. The
concept is cute, and the art is lovely, but the actual gameplay is dull, and it's rather buggy still. Honestly, I bought it because
Gaiman's name is attached to it, and I'm finding myself regretful. This game was and is my favourite tactical WWII game out
there. Because of this, I thought to myself, why not make a review of it? So there I go with my feels about this game.

Pros:
+strategy based (not YOLO)
+gameplay
+storyline (Joe H. is telling the Marshall this after it all happened)
+multiplayer

Cons:
-AI sometimes does stupid things like going in front of the cover and not behind it
-just a few people play this game (I know it is old, but you get my point)

I had a hard time playing this game on difficult or authentic but I still enjoyed playing it.

For me, it is 8/10.

Old, but Gold.
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